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W Simpson. Indian Macropsinae (Homoptera: Cicadellidae). II. Species described by WL Distant and descriptions of new species from the Indian subcontinent, tenth segment with a trident- shaped pigmented tergite.
Page 9. 303 Page 10. 304 Upper part of face and pronotum with oblique rugae which cross each other enclosing dark brown pits, rest of face with pits. Two cres- cent-shaped areas on frontoclypeus sha- greened. What is
'conversion'? History, Christianity and religious change in colonial Africa and South Asia, 144-7, and J. Vaughan, The Trident, The Crescent and the Cross, London 1876, pp. 206-7, 297-8. On the followers of virabramham
and their conversion to Christianity see E. Rauschenbusch-Clough, While Sewing Sandals: Tales of A Telugu Pariah Tribe, New York 1899. Converting colonialism: visions and realities in mission history, 1706-1914, the
China Inland Mission and Late Qing Society, 1832-1905 Judith M. Brown and Robert Eric Frykenberg, Editors Christians, Cultural Interactions, and India's Religious Traditions Robert Eric Frykenberg Christians and
Missionaries in India: Cross-Cultural Communication since. The Trisula Symbol, 2 According to Callimachus, in the hymn to Delos, the trident of Poseidon was made by the Telchines ; they also made the sickle of
Chronus ; these, with the discus of Vishnu, appear as weapons, but I think they should be also. 8 I. RUSSIAN CROSS WITH CRESCENT. Trident, The Crescent and The Cross, åº�è™Ÿ. 358012. é¡Œå��. Trident, The Crescent
and The Cross. ä½œè�…. Vaughan, GJames. æ—¥æœŸ. 2003.08.01. é �æ¬¡. 364. å‡ºç‰ˆè�…. Kessinger Publishing Company (http://www.kessingerpub.com/). å‡ºç‰ˆåœ°. Whitefish, MT, US [æ‡·ç‰¹è�²ä»�,
è’™å¤§æ‹¿å·ž, ç¾Žåœ‹]. è³‡æ–™é¡žåž‹. æ›¸ç±�=Book. SIKH RELIGIO-SPIRITUAL AND SOCIOLOGICAL DOCTRfNES FOR SOCIAL CHANGE, 47. Wilson. J., Indian Caste, 2 Vols. 1877. 48. Rev. James Vaughan, The Trident,
The Crescent and The Cross, P. 37, 1876, Quoted from Indu Prakash. 49. Sanjana JE CasteÂ· and Outcaste, 1946. SO. Hazari, I Was an Outcaste, 1951. The trident, the crescent, and the cross: a view of the religious history of
India, the brightness of returning joy was followed by a dark night of unlooked-for trial. This necessarily delayed the execution of my plan; but it seemed no sufficient ground for relinquishing it. It is now completed; and,
strange though it may seem, I almost lament that. DICTIONARY OF BRITISH ARMS, this is also the case with Cross between 4 fleurs de lys, with first of all crosses throughout between 4 fleurs de lys, those with a plain
field preceding those with a patterned field, which are followed by the plain (meaning with straight limbs and throughout) crosses which. Military medicine in war: the Geneva Conventions today, emblem would open
the floodgates to a great many additional emblems, in- cluding the flame, shrine, bow, palm, wheel, trident, cedar. Therefore, the red cross remains the distinctive emblem of the medical ser- vice, with the two
exceptions of the red crescent. Tricolor and crescent: France and the Islamic world, abd ar-Rahman himself was struck down in combat.6 The battle has figured prominently in French historiography, and has served for
many centuries to define France as an unbeaten country in the struggle between Cross and Crescent, standing in stark contrast to other. Test objects for the illiterate, set of characters for testing illiterates in which he added
to the square, cross, L and ring of Snel- len the horseshoe, the trident, the hook. On the chart, the author constructed a set of test-type for illiterates in 1886 which consisted of the square, the ring, the cross, the crescent. The
Trident, the Crescent, and the Cross: A View of the Religious History of India During the Hindu, Buddhist, Mohammedan, and Christian Periods, the brightness of returning joy was followed by a dark night of unlooked-
for trial. This necessarily delayed the execution of my plan; but it seemed no sufficient ground for refinqiuahing it. It is now completed; and, strange though it may seem, I almost lament that. Preaching the
kingdom:'caste'and 'conversion, backgrounds. As the Rever- end James Vaughan of the CMS noted in 1876: The higher his caste, the heavier the cross which threatens him. To be loathed by all who once loved him, to be
mourned for as dead by her who bore. WILLIAM M. ROSENBLUM/RARE COINS, bust of Christ, wearing nimbis, and holding Book of Gospels in both hands/ St. Demetrius on left presenting cross to Alexiius. His head
r/Zeus standing l., crescent above head, hldg star and scepter, all in laurel wreath, legend to l. & r., monogram of city (weakly) in left field. Protestant Missions, Caste and Social Change in India, 1850-1914, 26. p. 8. 27.
Indian Evangelical Review, Vol. 111, April 1876, p. 508 ; Vol. IV, January 1877, pp. 3567,369 ; Proceedings of the South India Missionary Conference (1858), p. 294; The Missionary Conference. 111, 1X, 1898, pp. 302 ff. April
1876, p. 414. Page 12. 270. G. A. ODDIE.
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